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1. INTRODUCTION
This Challabrook, Bovey Tracey Development Framework Document (the
“Framework”) has been prepared as a basis for public consultation and subsequent
revision. The Framework amplifies and clarifies the requirements of Policy BT3 of
the Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033. This document is the Masterplan required
by the BT3 Challabrook allocation policy.
The developer will lead the consultation process which will include a public
exhibition in Bovey Tracey with support from Teignbridge District Council.
Following consultation on the draft, the developer will analyse the responses and
revise the Development Framework.
The Framework sets out in more detail how proposals for housing and the required
infrastructure at BT3 should be planned, delivered and phased comprehensively
and in a sustainable form across the allocation as required by policy.
The Framework is not a supplementary planning document. It will be presented to
the Council’s Planning Committee for approval. It will then be a material
consideration in determining planning applications, ensuring that the overall
allocation requirements, particularly in relation to planning and delivery, are able to
be met. It meets the requirement of the adopted Local Plan for a phasing strategy
covering infrastructure and development across the whole site.
Your comments are sought on the contents of this document. However we are not
seeking comments on the principle of development or the specific contents within
Policy BT3 as these matters have already been resolved through the Local Plan
process.
This consultation will take place between 4th January 2016 and 12pm on 22nd
February 2016, with a public event at the Bovey Tracey Methodist Church Hall, Le
Molay-Littry Way, Bovey Tracey, TQ13 9AB on Tuesday the19th of January from
1.30pm to 6.20pm.
Comments should be submitted to:
BT3 Challabrook Consultation
PO Box 520
NEWTON ABBOT
TQ12 9HS
Response forms will be available at the consultation event or can be printed from
the following link:
http://www.rulefiveland.co.uk/challabrook/response.pdf
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Timetable:
Key Steps for the draft Development Framework are:
 Consultation: 4th January 2016 and 12pm on 22nd February 2016.
 Redraft and finalise: February – March 2016.
 Planning Committee to consider approval of final document – Spring 2016.
 Thereafter the Framework will be used as a material consideration in
determining planning applications.

1.1 The Purpose of the Framework
The Framework once approved will enable individual planning applications to
be considered against a consistent and comprehensive approach, to secure
the successful delivery of the allocation as a whole.
The successful delivery of the allocation requires all parties and those seeking
development to consider and contribute to all the policy requirements. The
infrastructure and community facilities set out in BT3 will assist in the development
of a thriving community and neighborhood.
To ensure the Framework is flexible, minor variations from the Framework, for
example precise boundary locations of infrastructure based on more detailed
evidence will be considered on their merits, and will not lead to the need to revise
the Framework. However, if changes are strategically significant to the Framework,
for example, major changes in infrastructure timing or location of key development,
then a revision to the Framework will be pursued.

1.2 Background Documents
Teignbridge Local Plan 2013 – 2033
The Teignbridge Local Plan 2013 – 2033 was adopted on 6th May 2014.
Policy BT3 of that plan allocates land at Challabrook, Bovey Tracey for up to 270
homes along with a range of social and community infrastructure and transport
improvements.
Policy BT3 can be seen in full in Appendix A. Policy BT3 incorporates the need for a
phasing strategy relating to infrastructure and development across the whole site.
This Framework sets out information to facilitate the phasing strategy.
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2. THE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The Framework sets out the context for BT3 before describing the area and
providing further information in relation to land use and key policy requirements.

2.1 Development Context
Policy BT3 has been informed by various studies that have set the context and
shaped the allocations as proposed. This provides a summary of the available
information, which does not necessarily indicate an absolute constraint.
Context plan (Plan 1) is included as background information.
This plan identifies:










Settlement Limit
Inert Landfill site
Existing cycle routes
Flood Zone 3

Detailed River Network
Listed Buildings
County Wildlife Site
Scheduled Monuments

This plan shapes the Land Use Plan and Framework. Appropriate surveys,
information and evidence will need to be submitted with any application.

2.2 Development Areas Plan
Challabrook, Bovey Tracey is an allocation that will function as an extension to the
town of Bovey Tracey comprising smaller neighbourhoods. To assist in
understanding the area, Framework and how infrastructure may be delivered across
the allocation, indicative development areas have been identified.
These development areas have been shaped by land ownership, topography and
other constraints as identified in the previous Context Plan. It is considered that the
areas function individually and together across the wider allocation.
Phasing of the delivery of development and infrastructure would be expected to
respect these areas.
The Development Areas Plan is included in this document as Plan 2.
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2.3 Land Use Plan
The Land Use Plan demonstrates how a sustainable and comprehensive
development can be delivered at Challabrook, Bovey Tracey taking account of the
constraints and new evidence that has been submitted.
There are a number of key principles embodied within the Framework as well as the
policy text of BT3 and other relevant Local Plan policies, with which compliance is
expected. The most important of these principles are:








Inclusion of green links and multifunctional green spaces
Delivering a sustainable and connected community
Provision of affordable housing
Respecting the settlement limits and heritage assets
Incorporating biodiversity, consideration of ecology and associated
enhancements
Phased infrastructure delivery
Highways infrastructure
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3. BT3 CHALLABROOK POLICY REQUIREMENTS
A site of approximately 19 hectares is allocated for mixed use development at
Challabrook including:

3.1 Criterion (a) - Masterplan
“A comprehensive landscape and design led masterplan for the strategic site
allocation, produced with meaningful and continued input and engagement from
stakeholders including measures to mitigate and overcome flood risk;”
This document complies with BT3 (Criterion 3.1a) in the following respects:









An Illustrative masterplan for the allocation site establishes principles for the
design and incorporates landscape strategy and visual impact criteria.
All existing significant trees have been assessed and where appropriate are
to be retained and set within appropriate green spaces distributed through
the layout as focal points.
The existing stone cross monument is to be retained in situ within a
landscaped setting as a way marker on the central footpath route and as a
feature of the entrance access to the wider development.
Hedgerows are to be retained and reinforced as the basis for the retained bat
corridors crossing the layout with improved connections between these.
The woodland copse is retained within a quiet area as a backdrop to an area
of residential development.
The layout responds to the topography allowing a looser layout of lower
density individual dwellings interspersed with planting to the upper slopes.
Existing hedges divide the site into a series of cells which together with
landscape buffers mitigate visual impact beyond the site.
The layout compares with and reflects spaces and street patterns which are
part of the established character of Bovey Tracey.

Measures to Mitigate and Overcome Flood Risk:
 The layout is based on engineering advice which will reduce the extent of
areas currently identified as Flood Zone 3 and mitigate and overcome flood
risk resulting from the development.


The Challabrook watercourse and adjoining footpath which run through the
heart of the scheme are being retained within a landscaped green corridor
and will be extended to also incorporate the existing track connection
through towards Challabrook Farm and Templars Way.



The Five Wyches Brook which borders the northern perimeter of the site is
also being retained but will include a minor diversion to accommodate a new
bund which offers increased flood protection to Blenheim Terrace.
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According to the Environment Agency’s indicative flood map much of the site
lies within Flood Zone 3 of Challabrook and Five Wyches Brook. RMA
Environmental Ltd were commissioned to undertake a hydraulic modelling
exercise to offer a more accurate assessment of the sites existing flood
zones. This model demonstrated that the true extents of flooding are less
than originally anticipated – the assessment methodology and model output
were both agreed with the Environment Agency.



The site falls within the Environment Agency’s Critical Drainage Area for
Bovey Tracey. Due to the sensitivity of the catchment it was agreed that the
lowest (North East) part of the site should be re-profiled to offer additional
flood storage which will reduce the level of flood risk affecting the
downstream catchment. The proposed development should also include
attenuation areas to restrict the peak rate of flows as recommended by the
Critical Drainage Area guidance.



The lowest (North East) part of the site is to be a substantial 2.2 hectare area
of natural open space incorporating the aforementioned flood storage and
attenuation areas for each sector of the development and providing
ecological and flood risk benefits to the wider community.

3.2 Criterion (b) - Employment
“Delivery of at least 1.2 hectares of land for office, general industrial or storage and
distribution as appropriate to the site and its wider context, ensuring that there is a
mix of unit size to enable businesses to start up and expand; support will also be
given to employment generating uses provided that they are compatible with the
immediate surroundings and do not conflict with town centre uses;”





Two sites for employment uses are included with a combined area above 1.3
ha
The first site is to be an area of 1.0 ha approx. Fronting Monks Way. Within
300m walking distance of the primary shopping area this is proposed for a
comparison food retail store use.
The second site is an area of 0.35 ha approx. This would form a buffer
between residential areas and Challabrook Farm and could accommodate a
courtyard of flexible sized small business units.
Alternative employment units combining commercial uses with residential
units over could also be considered as an alternative option and meet
anticipated local demand for small craft / business units.
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3.3 Criterion (c) - Housing
“Delivery of up to 270 homes with a target of 30% affordable homes;”





At average densities of 30 – 35 dwellings per hectare there is sufficient land
to deliver 270 homes. It is envisaged that there will be a mix of densities as
appropriate in design terms to create distinct character areas with a core
area of up to 50 dpha and lower densities of up to 20 dpha to the upper
slopes
The affordable homes are to be distributed throughout the layout with tenure
split to be finalised with the Teignbridge DC Housing Team at the time of
Application.
An area of 14 self-build plots is to be included equating to 5% of the total,
sited to allow early delivery with possible access from Brimley Vale and using
the constrained site adjacent Pottery Leat.

3.4 Criterion (d) – Green Infrastructure
“Green infrastructure and on-site open space incorporating appropriate buffering,
landscaping, retention of existing trees and hedgerows and other mitigation
measures to address any ecological impacts relating to greater horseshoe bats or
landscape impacts relating to the site’s sensitive setting adjoining Dartmoor
National Park;”


The site has been subject to a landscape and visual impact assessment
(LVIA) produced by Landscape Architects from URS. The LVIA has been
used to inform the design development through an iterative approach of
analysis, design and testing to develop the scheme. As a consequence, a
design has been developed which is visually attractive, of excellent
architectural quality and with considered, appropriate and locally distinctive
landscape treatments which respects the setting of the Dartmoor National
Park.



The scheme incorporates a design which responds to the local character and
history of the area, including the bolstering of existing landscape features
such as the Devon hedge banks and the sensitive incorporation of the listed
stone cross and its setting.



It is also considered that the scheme contributes to enhancing and
conserving the natural environment through the creation, retention,
reinstatement and reinforcement of the locally distinct landscape features
such as the stream corridor, woodland belts, Devon hedge banks and
wetland features.
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The site also offers opportunities for new areas of high quality and locally
distinctive publically accessible open space and woodland along with
improved permeability and links to the wider footpath system, National Trust
land and adjacent and wider communities.



The scheme has addressed the construction of a higher density core within
the centre of the site by using and reinforcing the existing hedges of the site
to break up the massing of this core of development. The periphery of the
site has also been designed to incorporate lower density development with a
high proportion of open space and increased opportunities to include
mitigation planting to integrate the development into its wider landscape
setting. It is also intended that key infrastructural routes will incorporate tree
planting to help break up any coalescence of the scheme and provide an
additional network of green corridors for public amenity, biodiversity and as
wildlife corridors.



The scale of the residential development requires 29700 sq m of green open
and play space for 270 dwellings in line with policy WE11.



56000 sq m of formal and informal green infrastructure has been shown in
addition to woodland and landscape buffer areas.

3.5 Criterion (e) – Sustainable Movement
“Pedestrian and cycle footpath provision to ensure permeability through the site
including towards the town centre, and to local facilities on Ashburton Road; and”


Internal roads should be designed to Manual for Streets principles with low
design speeds. Residential roads should be suitable for cycling and provide
attractive environments for pedestrians. A road hierarchy leading from the
main site access and looped layout should be developed. Shared surfaces
may be appropriate where flows are very low. Streets and footpath
connections should benefit from natural surveillance with overlooking by
buildings.

3.6 Criterion (f) – Bat Mitigation Plan
“A bespoke Greater Horseshoe Bat mitigation plan for Challabrook must be
submitted to and approved before planning permission will be granted.
The plan must demonstrate how the site will be developed in order to sustain an
adequate area of non-developed land as a functional part of the foraging area within
the SAC sustenance zone and as a part of the nearby strategic flyway used by
commuting Greater Horseshoe Bats associated with the South Hams SAC. The
plan must demonstrate that there will be no adverse effect on the SAC alone or in
combination with other plans or projects.”
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Following an Extended Phase I Habitats survey a Phase 2 Bat Activity Survey has
been carried out. The report includes a mitigation strategy that has been
incorporated into this Development Framework plan.
This report is available on the Rule Five Land website www.rulefiveland.co.uk
Below is the executive summary from this report.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


PLANeco was commissioned by Rule Five Land Ltd to carry out Phase 2 bat
surveys of a c.22.2ha site comprising agricultural fields and associated
hedge banks, broadleaved copse, four streams and a leat at Challabrook,
Bovey Tracey.



The survey was carried out between 6th October 2013 and 23rd October 2014
by an experienced ecologist, who is a full member of the Chartered Institute
of Ecology and Environmental Management and holder of the requisite
Natural England licenses.



The survey specification set out to ascertain the use of the site by greater
horseshoe bats relative to the geographic location within a SAC Sustenance
Zone. Only low numbers of this species (seven passes) were recorded
during the transect survey period through October 2013
- October 2014; on eleven of fourteen transect surveys no greater horseshoe
bats were recorded.



The remote static surveys recorded the species on 29 of the 100-night
survey period; with double figure registration counts on only four nights (39,
39, 33, 48) in the northernmost field recorded during the October 2014 static
survey periods.



The site is used by greater horseshoe bats; low numbers of the species
appeared to use the site’s broadleaved hedge bank vegetation as
commuting habitat. The grazed swards did not provide an important foraging
resource with no in-field recordings throughout the transect and static survey
effort. Two other Schedule II species were recorded: lesser horseshoe bat
and barbastelle; both in low numbers.



The transect survey results suggested the habitats of most value are those
that are associated with watercourse features and / or those with mature
standards.
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Any development of this site would benefit from the retention of the hedge
banks and associated ditches; the mature hedge bank trees; the mature
copse; and the more isolated in-field trees. Contiguous features through the
site should be retained to the north and south so as to facilitate a suitable
continuous pathway east-west through the site.



The site appears to be used by low numbers of greater horseshoe, lesser
horseshoe and barbastelle bat; all species of bat that are intolerant of
unnatural light levels. As such the features that have been identified as
having more significance to these species should be afforded sufficient buffer
zones to minimise these impacts.



On-site mitigation should pay particular emphasis to retaining a significant
corridor through the site that incorporates those features identified as being
used by commuting greater horseshoe bats. These features should retain
any standard trees, gap-up any defunct lengths of vegetation and incorporate
a further habitat buffer of scrub and / or wildflower grassland. No light spill
must affect such a feature. The mature copse should remain as natural
habitat and be managed as such.



Retaining the value of these features should be addressed as part of the
design process and through a post-construction management plan.
Contiguous habitat, lighting and post-construction management should all be
addressed. These issues should be considered through design, indicative
light contour mapping and long-term management plans for the retained
habitats.



Any sustainable drainage system might offer opportunity to contribute
positively to a mosaic of habitats through the creation of ponds, swale or
wetland.



Roosting opportunities suitable for all species of bat encountered should be
incorporated into any proposed development and would consider any
surrounding light-levels and linked habitat features.
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3.7 Other Policy Requirements


The framework masterplan addresses Other Policy Requirements as listed in
Appendix A. The masterplan illustrates a mixed use layout taking into
account flood prevention and mitigation issues and incorporating open
spaces and green infrastructure links.



The layout is based around the retention of the existing features and seeks
to use these as assets to generate a sense of place.



The layout includes the measures as identified in the Bat report and
mitigation plan by PLANeco with respect to Greater Horseshoe Bats.



HRA (Habitat Regulation Assessment) and SEA (Sustainable Environmental
Assessment) checks are required.



Archaeology : The Devon County Council Historic Environment Team have
commented on this allocation area as follows:



The landscape around Challabrook farm has been characterized as medieval
enclosures based on earlier strip fields. The earliest documentary reference
to Challabrook is as Chorlebrooke in the Late 16th Century. The site is
crossed by Bovey Pottery Leat. Prehistoric activity in the area is
demonstrated by the presence of funerary monument to the south-east and
settlement to the north-west. Artefacts from this period have also been found
in this area.
Given the size of this development site and the evidence of prehistoric
activity in its hinterland, the medieval origin of the landscape and the
antiquity of the settlement at Challabrook the HES would recommend a
programme of predetermination archaeological work to be undertaken to
support any application to develop this site. This work would take the form of
a staged programme of works including geophysical survey and
archaeological evaluation of the site. The results of this work would allow the
HES to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and
formulate a response to any development in the area.




The geophysical survey and initial evaluation have been carried out.
Features such as former hedges and ditches identified in positions
anticipated from historic records are to be verified by a program of trench
evaluation in accordance with an agreed schedule put forward by the
historical environment team at Devon County Council.
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Adopted Teignbridge Local Plan (6th May 2014)

BT3 Challabrook
A site of approximately 19 hectares is allocated for mixed use development at
Challabrook including:

a) a comprehensive landscape and design led masterplan for the strategic site

b)

c)
d)

e)
f)

allocation, produced with meaningful and continued input and engagement
from stakeholders including measures to mitigate and overcome flood
risk;
delivery of at least 1.2 hectares of land for office, general industrial or
storage and distribution as appropriate to the site and its wider context,
ensuring that there is a mix of unit size to enable businesses to start up and
expand; support will also be given to employment generating uses provided
that they are compatible with the immediate surroundings and do not
conflict with town centre uses;
delivery of up to 270 homes with a target of 30% affordable homes;
green infrastructure and on-site open space incorporating appropriate
buffering, landscaping, retention of existing trees and hedgerows and other
mitigation measures to address any ecological impacts relating to greater
horseshoe bats or landscape impacts relating to the site’s sensitive setting
adjoining Dartmoor National Park;
pedestrian and cycle footpath provision to ensure permeability through the
site including towards the town centre, and to local facilities on Ashburton
Road; and
a bespoke Greater Horseshoe Bat mitigation plan for Challabrook must be
submitted to and approved before planning permission will be granted. The
plan must demonstrate how the site will be developed in order to sustain
an adequate area of non-developed land as a functional part of the foraging
area within the SAC sustenance zone and as a part of the nearby strategic
flyway used by commuting Greater Horseshoe Bats associated with the
South Hams SAC. The plan must demonstrate that there will be no adverse
effect on the SAC alone or in combination with other plans or projects.

13.14 Land at Challabrook Farm has been identified for a high quality mixed development to
meet the long term housing, employment and educational needs of the town. A small
watercourse does present some flood risk constraints, however it is considered that
with careful masterplanning, flood prevention and mitigation measures incorporating
open spaces and green infrastructure links, the site will yield up to 270 new homes
and 1.2 hectares of employment land.

13.13 The development will need to integrate well with the rest of Bovey Tracey and the
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wider landscape. There must be good connectivity between the town centre,
employment premises, school, sports facilities and public open space. Road access into
the site could be taken from Monks Way. Appropriate road crossings will be required to
ensure safe access. The sensitivity of the landscape in this part of Bovey Tracey due to
its location close to the edge of Dartmoor National Park will also need to be carefully
considered. The biodiversity and potential visual impact of the site will require careful
consideration, including via the planting of new and retention of existing trees and
hedgerows wherever possible. Challabrook Farm will also require an appropriate buffer
to avoid conflict between the continued use of the farm and new development.

13.14 Due to the mix of uses and number of issues that need to be balanced it is essential
that the area is planned as a whole. A masterplanning exercise will be required to
inform the detailed proposals.

13.15 The west of Bovey Tracey is within the South Hams Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
Therefore detailed bat survey data, along with a mitigation scheme, will need to
accompany all planning applications in the area. This will need to demonstrate that the
scheme protects the population of greater horseshoe bats and positively enhances any
identified foraging areas. An Appropriate Assessment may be required. The masterplan
and subsequent applications shall take account of recommendations within any ecological
assessment.
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Modelled Flood Map
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Habitats Regulations Assessment of the ‘Bovey Tracey BT3 Development Framework

APPENDIX F

Screening Matrix to Identify the Likelihood of Significant
Effects from the Challabrook BT3 Draft Development
Framework Plan

November 2015

Assessment undertaken by Rule Five Land Ltd
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Habitats Regulations Assessment of the ‘Bovey Tracey BT3 Development Framework

Habitat Regulations Assessment
European wildlife sites receive special protection under the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (Habitat Regulations). Section 61 of the Habitat Regulations states that:
61.—(1) A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any consent, permission or
other authorisation for, a plan or project which
is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a European offshore marine site (either
alone or in combination with other plans or projects), and
is not directly connected with or necessary to the management of that site,
must make an appropriate assessment of the implications for that site in view of that site’s
conservation objectives.
Section 102 of the Habitat Regulations clarifies that this requirement extends to land use plans as
well as other types of plan. Local Plans, Supplementary Planning Documents and Development
Frameworks qualify as such Plans.
When read in conjunction with the Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the Teignbridge Local
Plan, this document constitutes the Habitat Regulations Assessment of the Draft Development
Framework for Teignbridge Local Plan policy BT3. The Local Plan HRA details the European sites,
explores the issues associated with all Local Plan policies and allocations, considers incombination proposals and proposes mitigation where required.
Taking into account Local Plan Policy NA10 (European Wildlife Sites) and the Joint Interim
Approach to securing mitigation for recreational impacts on European wildlife sites, BT3 was found
to satisfy the requirements of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations.
SACs and SPAs which may be affected by the BT3 proposals are the South Hams SAC, Dartmoor
SAC and South Dartmoor Woods SAC. Dawlish Warren SAC, Exe Estuary SPA/RAMSAR, Pebble Bed
Heaths and Lyme Bay have also been considered.

The Draft Development Framework
The Challabrook Draft Development Framework Document amplifies and clarifies Policy BT3 of
the Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033.
The Draft Development Framework once approved will set out how proposals for housing and the
required infrastructure at BT3 should be planned, delivered and phased comprehensively and in a
sustainable form across the allocation as required by the policy. It will be a material consideration
in determining planning applications, ensuring that the overall allocation requirements,
particularly in relation to planning and delivery, are able to be met.
The draft Development Framework once approved will help to ensure that development is brought
forward comprehensively, meeting the local plan objectives and the policy requirements of BT3 as
well as the remainder of the Local Plan. It will enable individual planning applications to be
considered against the Development Framework ensuring that a consistent and comprehensive
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approach is taken to the successful delivery of the allocation as a whole, alongside development
elsewhere in Teignbridge.
There is one change to the Draft Development Framework which is highlighted below in Criterion
(b) Employment.

Habitat Regulations Assessment of BT3
While the BT3 policy was assessed as part of the Habitat Regulations Assessment of the
Teignbridge Local Plan, that Assessment took place before the change now proposed in the draft
Development Framework. This document includes the ‘Screening Matrix’ that assesses the likely
significant effects of these proposed changes on the European wildlife sites.

Links to key documents:
http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/localplan (Local Plan)
http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/hra (Exe Estuary, Dawlish Warren and Pebblebed Heaths Joint
Approach)

Changes proposed in the Draft Development Framework
The BT3 Challabrook Draft Development Framework discusses the individual requirements listed in
policy BT3. Where there is no change from the original policy, no further Habitat Regulations
Assessment is needed. Where a change is proposed, or a significant additional quantum of
information is provided, the likely significant effect of this is considered in the Screening Matrix
below. Where a likely significant effect is identified, mitigation measures are proposed in the final
column of the matrix.
BT3 Challabrook
Criterion (a) Masterplan – No Change
“include a comprehensive landscape and design led masterplan for the strategic site allocation,
produced with meaningful and continued input and engagement from stakeholders including
measures to mitigate and overcome flood risk”
Criterion (b) Employment - AMENDED
“delivery of at least 1.2 Ha of land for office, general industrial or storage and distribution as
appropriate to the site and its wider context, ensuring that there is a mix of unit size to enable
businesses to start up and expand; support will also be given to employment generating uses
provided they are compatible with the immediate surroundings and do not conflict with town
centre users”

The Draft Development Framework has included 0.35ha in line with the use criteria described in
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the policy along with 1.0ha of land for A1 retail use; a total of 1.35ha.
Criterion (c) – Housing – No Change
“delivery of up to 270 homes with a target of 30% affordable homes.”
Criterion (d) – Green Infrastructure – No Change
“green infrastructure and on-site open space incorporating appropriate buffering, landscaping,
retention of existing trees and hedgerows and other mitigation measures to address any ecological
impacts relating to greater horseshoe bats or landscape impacts relating to the site’s sensitive
setting adjoining Dartmoor National Park”
Criterion (e) Sustainable Movement – No change
“”pedestrian and cycle footpath provision to ensure permeability through the site including
towards the town centre and to local facilities on Ashburton Road”
Criterion (f) – Bat Mitigation Plan – No Change
“A bespoke Greater Horseshoe Bat mitigation plan for Challabrook must be submitted to and
approved before planning permission will be granted. The plan must demonstrate how the site
will be developed in order to sustain an adequate area of non-developed land as a functional part
of the foraging area within the SAC sustenance zone and as a part of the nearby strategic flyaway
used by commuting Greater Horseshoe Bats associated with South Hams SAC. The plan must
demonstrate that there will be no adverse effect on the SAC alone or in combination with other
plans or projects”

Bat Mitigation Survey
A comprehensive bat activity survey has been carried out in accordance with Criterion (f). The
survey data has informed the Greater Horseshoe Bat mitigation plan which is in accordance with
Criterion (f). Therefore the likely significant effect on the South Hams SAC identified in the Local
Plan scoping report has now been removed.
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Screening Matrix to Identify the Likelihood of Significant Effects
Key to Screening Matrix
Traffic lights system
Green

Site or policy that will have no likely adverse significant effect

Amber

Action may have an effect but not significant (minor residual)

Red

Action likely to have significant effect

Abbreviations:
EE – Exe Estuary
DW – Dawlish Warren
PB – Pebblebed Heaths
DNP – Dartmoor
National Park

JIA – Joint Interim Approach
GHB – Greater Horseshoe Bat
AA – Appropriate Assessment

Checklist of Reasoning to determine likelihood of a negative effect on a European site
from draft English Nature guidance 2006
No negative
effect

0. The development would occur away from the European site and would have no direct or indirect effects
1. The policy will not itself lead to development (i.e. it relates to design or other qualitative criteria for development, or it is not a land
use planning policy)
2. The policy makes provision for a quantum/type of development, but the location is to be selected following considerations of options
in other LDD’s or is discussed in later policies in this LDD.
3. No development could occur through this policy alone, because it is implemented through subordinate policies which are more
detailed and therefore more appropriate for AA
4. Concentration of development in urban areas will not affect European site and will help steer development and land use change
away from European Site and associated sensitive areas
5. The policy will help to steer development away from European Site and associated sensitive areas
6. The policy is intended to protect the natural environment, including biodiversity
7. The policy is intended to conserve or enhance the natural, built or historic environment, and enhancement measures will not be
likely to have any effect on a European site.

Potential
negative effect

8. The policy steers a quantum or type of development towards, or encourages development in, an area that includes a European Site
or an area where development may indirectly affect a European site

Likely to have a
significant effect

9. The policy makes provision for a quantum, or kind of development that in the location(s) proposed would be likely to have a
significant effect on a European Site. The proposal must be subject to Habitats Regulations Assessment to establish, in light of the
site’s conservation objectives, whether it can be ascertained that the proposal would not adversely affect the integrity of the site.
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Habitats Regulations Assessment of the ‘Bovey Tracey BT3 Development Framework

Screening Matrix for Challabrook BT3

a) Masterplan

No change

b) Employment The framework

Outcome of the Screening

Can Counteracting measures be
Applied Through Modification of
the Plan?

Lyme Bay

Dartmoor
SACs

Pebblebed
Heaths

Likely Significant Effect (LSE) on SACs and
SPAs
Exe Estuary

Initial LSE
Screening

Dawlish
Warren

Description

South Hams

Policy

8

No LSE anticipated

n/a

8

No LSE anticipated

n/a

has included
0.35ha in line with
the use criteria
described above
along with 1.0ha
of land for A1
retail use, a total
of 1.35ha.

c) Housing

No change

8

No LSE anticipated

n/a

d) Green
Infrastructure

No change

6

No LSE anticipated

n/a

e) Sustainable
Movement

No change

6

No LSE anticipated

n/a

No change

1

No LSE anticipated

n/a

f)Bat mitigation
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Conclusion
This assessment concludes that there will be no likely significant effect on a
European wildlife site from the provisions of the BT3 Draft Development
Framework. However, any future changes to this Draft Development Framework
will require further appropriate assessment.
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BT3 Challabrook Development Framework Plan
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Document Background and Context
1.1 The BT3 Challabrook Development Framework Plan has been prepared in line
with the Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033.
1.2 The Development Framework Plan contains:
Policy context based upon the Teignbridge Local Plan regarding the BT3
allocation with particular focus on:







Masterplan
Employment land
Housing
Green infrastructure
Sustainable movement
Bat mitigation

1.3 The Development Framework Plan provides detail on the implementation of
policy BT3 as set out in the Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033. As such this
policy has already been subject to a higher level of Strategic Environmental
Assessment, Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulation Assessment.

Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening (SEA)
2.1

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is a process to identify likely
significant effects of a plan or policy on the environment. The requirement to
assess certain plans and programmes is set out in the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, which transpose the
European Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive (2001/42/EC). An
SEA is required where plans may have significant environmental effects.
Schedule 1 of the regulations set out the criteria for determining whether an
SEA is required and these are considered below:
The Characteristics of plans and programmes, having regard, in particular, to –
a. The degree to which the plan or programmes sets a framework for
projects and other activities, either with regard to the location, nature,
size and operating conditions or by allocating resources;
b. The degree to which the plan or programme influence other plans and
programmes including those in a hierarchy;
c. The relevance of the plan or programme for the integration of
environmental considerations in particular with a view to promoting
sustainable development;
d. Environmental problems relevant to the plan or programme; and
e. The relevance of the plan or programme for the implementation of
Community legislation on the environment (for example, plans and
programmes linked to waste management or water protection).
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2.2

Challabrook BT3

Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected, having
regard, in particular, to –
a.
b.
c.
d.

The probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of the effects;
The cumulative nature of the effects;
The transboundary nature of the effects;
The risk to human health or the environment (for example, due to
accidents);
e. The magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geographical area and
size of the population likely to be affected);
f. The value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affected due to –––
a. Special natural characteristics or cultural heritage;
b. Exceeded environmental quality standards or limit values; or
c. Intensive land-use; and
g. The effects on areas or landscapes which have a recognised national,
Community or international protection status.”
2.3

The Development Framework Plan sets out additional detail on the
implementation of Local Plan policy BT3 (Challabrook) which has already been
subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment and Sustainability Appraisal.
The Local Plan assessments took account of the environmental characteristics
of the area, which have not changed since those assessments were prepared.
The Development Framework Plan concentrates on the mechanisms for
delivering the BT3 allocation. Therefore, whilst setting out details in relation to
the implementation and requirements of these policies, this is within the
reasonably detailed framework already set by the Local Plan.

2.4

The Development Framework Plan will not influence other plans in a
hierarchy, but is itself highly influenced by the Local Plan, which has already
been subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment. Its room for manoeuvre
is relatively limited. It supports and clarifies the policies of the Local Plan in
promoting the delivery of the BT3 allocation, but does not go significantly
beyond the local plan requirements. No additional quantum of development is
proposed compared with the Local Plan proposals. Where there are minor
variations from the Local Plan in detail, these are set out and justified, but there
is no indication that these will have a significantly different environmental
impact compared with the Local Plan policies.

2.5

The Local Plan has also been subject to assessment under the Habitats
Regulations, and the Local Plan policies contain appropriate requirements
needed to mitigate any impacts on European Wildlife sites, prepared in
conjunction with Natural England. The framework provides more detail on the
timing of such mitigation, but does not significantly alter the strategy.

2.6

The SA/SEA Report 2012 accompanying the Proposed Submission Local Plan
assessed the potential environmental impacts of policy BT3. The following
table demonstrates any implications or variations which have arisen from the
Development Framework Plan and which may require further SEA.
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Screening Assessment Undertaken Nov 2015

Table 1: Local Plan SA/SEA conclusions - Policy BT3
SA/SEA
Sustainability
Objective

SA/SEA Comment (summarised)

Relevant Development
Framework Plan Details

Implications of
Development Framework
Plan

Natural Environment

The site is a greenfield site, adjoining the
settlement and within sight of the National Park.
The site itself is attractive, but not particularly
sensitive in its own right. There would be some
impact on the landscape in the area, although this
would be limited by the mitigation measures
proposed. Site screening evidence indicates that
there is potential that this site falls within or close to
the strategic flyways and sustenance zones for
greater horseshoe bats, which will require
appropriate mitigation measures. As such the
allocation proposes measures to address the site’s
sensitive ecological nature and mitigate as
appropriate.

The Development Framework has
been informed by a baseline
landscape and visual impact
assessment and a Phase 2 Bat
Activity Survey.

The Development
Framework provides more
detailed understanding of
the site and as such as
refined the site and
application requirements to
secure the necessary
protection and
enhancement for the
landscape and the Greater
Horseshoe Bat.

The site adjoins the Conservation Area to the north,
but design and layout would ensure no harm to its
character or setting.

The Development Framework is
based on an assessment of key
infrastructure landscape and
design requirements but does not
set out design codes for this
development.

Built Environment
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The Development
Framework plan ensures
that the development layout
does not harm the
character or setting of the
conservation area to the
North of the site.

Further SEA
required

No

No
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Climate Change

Resource Use

Jobs and Local
Economy

Challabrook BT3

Screening Assessment Undertaken Nov 2015

The Development Framework
continues to promote
sustainable movement (see
section 3.5 of the Draft
Development Framework) and
integrated employment uses
on the site (see section 3.2 of
the Draft Development
Framework) The addition of
the relatively small scale A1
retail site will reduce outcommuting.

A more detailed
understanding of the site
has refined the site and
application requirements
to include an element of
A1 retail, this will reduce
car journeys from the
site and surrounding
area and help to promote
walking and cycling links
to and from the Town
Centre as envisaged in
the Local Plan policy and
covered in the Local
Plan SEA.

The site is greenfield with grade 3 agricultural land.
Use of sustainable urban drainage would ensure flood
and water management and mitigation. On balance
the site would have limited impact on resource use.

The Draft Development
Framework has identified a
large area of land for flood
protection, sustainable urban
drainage including storm water
attenuation and wildlife
mitigation.

A more detailed
understanding of the site
has refined the site and
application requirements to
help minimize any impact
on resource use.

No

Additional employment would be achieved within the
site. New housing will generate short term employment
during build-out. New households will generate
economic activity including supporting local shops and
businesses.

Section 3.2 (Employment) of
the Draft Development
Framework provides detail of
the employment uses within
the allocation.

A more detailed
understanding of the site
has refined the site and
application requirements
to help facilitate
employment within the
local area, but no
significant change to the
economic impacts are
expected.

No

The site is about 600 metres from the town centre, and
there are shops closer, so a reasonable proportion of
residents would be able to walk to the town centre and
other services. Small scale employment development
within the site would reduce out-commuting.
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Town Centres

Housing

Health

Infrastructure

There is likely to be some beneficial impact on the
town centre from additional customers.

Large scale provision of housing including affordable
housing.

The creation of additional jobs, homes and public open
space will have a positive impact on health.

Significant provision of infrastructure will benefit the
community, including employment land, cycle and
footpath provision, playing pitch space, and flood risk
mitigation.

Challabrook BT3

The addition of the A1 retail on
the site will enhance and
complement the current offer from
the town centre.

Screening Assessment Undertaken Nov 2015

The A1 retail along with the
housing will increase the
customer base for the town
centre and help to retain
customers within Bovey
Tracey as a whole.

See section 3.3. (Housing) of
the Draft Development
Framework. The Draft
Development Framework sets
out the specific housing
requirements for the site
including additional details
relating to densities, custom
build and affordable homes.

No additional
implications to those
identified in the full
SA/SEA of Local
Plan.

Sections 3.2 (Employment) 3.3
(Housing) and 3.4 (Green
Infrastructure) of the Draft
Development Framework
provide additional detail to the
BT3 policy requirements and
continue to promote the health
and wellbeing of the
community.

No additional
implications to those
identified in the full
SA/SEA of Local Plan.

Sections 3.1 (Masterplan) 3.2
(Employment) 3.4 (Green
Infrastructure) and 3.5
(Sustainable Movement) of the
Draft Development Framework
provide additional detail to the
BT3 policy

A more detailed
understanding of the site
has refined the site and
application requirements
to help facilitate
infrastructure delivery in
line with the Local Plan
objectives
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Variations
The SEA screening should assess any variations to the relevant policies that the
Development Framework Plan has introduced. The following variations to the
Local Plan policies have been proposed in the draft Development Framework
Plan;

3.1

Employment

Policy BT3 requires the provision of at least 1.2ha of land for office, general
industrial or storage and distribution as appropriate to the site and its wider
context, ensuring that there is a mix of unit sizes to enable businesses to start up
and expand; support will also be given to employment generating provided that
they are compatible with the immediate surroundings and do not conflict with town
center uses;
The Draft Development Framework has included 0.35ha in line with the use
criteria described in the policy along with 1.0ha of land for A1 retail use; a total of
1.35ha. The addition of the A1 retail on the site will enhance and
complement the current offer from the town centre. It will increase the customer
base for the town centre and help to retain customers within Bovey Tracey as a
whole.

Conclusion
Accordingly, there are no new significant effects likely to arise through the
implementation of the BT3 Challabrook Draft Development Framework plan that
have not previously been identified through the full SA/SEA of the Teignbridge
Local Plan. Therefore full Strategic Environmental Assessment of the BT3
Challabrook Draft Development Framework Plan is not required.
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